1. To cut the pipes
2. To cut sheet for stoppers of pipes
3. To weld lids to the pipes to join them
4. To refine the weld of the stoppers
5. Sanded of the stoppers
6. Masillado of the stoppers
7. Soldadura de 1 módulo completo
8. Cobreado of grating
9. Refine of weld
10. To lead to zone of painting
11. To apply base epóxica to 1 module
12. Masillar unions
13. Sanded of putty and faces of the grating
14. The second base coat epóxica to 1 module
15. To smooth the base for ended and masillar last details
16. Finished final painting polyurethane with pistol

Summary

13

Total
15 activities